
Study Questions 

Skeeter 
Mrs. Hawke | English 

 

Reading Quiz #1 (chapters 1-2) DUE___________________ 
On looseleaf paper, answer these questions in complete, MEANINGFUL sentences. (This means you should restate the question in 
your answer, so that your answer makes sense apart from the question.) 
1. What season is it? 1 
2. Why do Joey and Steve decide to leave the rabbit? 5 
3. How do Joey and Steve approach things differently? 

(Consider how they follow Skeeter to and inside his 
cabin, for example.) 6-9 

4. What kind of collection does Skeeter have? Describe 
it. 10-11 

5. What do they do with the rabbit? 13 
6. What school club do the boys belong to? 16 
7. What’s “whoosh”? 19 
8. How old is Joey? 24 
9. Where did Skeeter get his first gun? 26 
10. What happened to Crazy Eddie? 30 
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